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Introduction
The concept of computers such as C.mmp and ILLIAC 1V is to achieve computational speedup by performing several operations simultaneously with parallel processors. This type of computer organization is referred to as a parallel computer. In this paper we prove upper bounds on speedups achievable by parallel computers for a particular problem, the solution of first-order linear recurrences. We conslder this problem because it ~s important m practice and also because it is so simply stated that we may obtain some insight into the nature of parallel computation by studying it.
Consider a k-processor parallel computer. It is understood that because of possible memory conflicts, delays due to mterprocessors communication, etc., k-fold speedup is rarely achieved. In this paper we show that the speedup for a linear recurrence problem is at most ~k + ~, even under the assumption that the k-processor machine is ideahzed so that there are no memory conflicts or commumcation delays. We also show that the bound ~k + ~ is almost the best possible. Of course the actual speedup obtained from a real k-processor machine would be less than or equal to ~k + ~. The difference between ]k + ~ and k is rather significant. For example, ffk = 16, 64, then the speedup for the problem is at most 11,43, respectwely, no matter how efficient the k-processor machine IS. The reason that we get at most 70 percent of the speedup we might expect for the problem is the inherent dependency of variables in the linear recurrence A related result m Kung [7] states that many nonhnear recurrences can be sped up at most by a constant factor, no matter how many processors are used. Hence these nonlinear recurrences must involve even more dependency relationships than the linear ones We believe that the study of these dependency relationships is fundamental for understanding parallel computation.
A graph representation of parallel algorithms is given in the Section 2. In Section 3 we gwe the results of this paper and discuss their significance. The proof of our main theorem (Theorem 2) is given in Section 4. In Section 5 we give a summary and make some remarks about this work. An illustration of the algorithm used in the proof of Theorem 2', a generalized version of Theorem 2, is prov)ded in the Appendix.
Model of Computation
Let h be an inflmte field and a,, b,, i = 1, 2, ... , lndeterminates over h. Suppose that we perform computations in the extension field h(aj, bz, a o, b2, ...). We consider the problem of evaluating rational expressions E in h (al, bl, a2, b2, ...) given an input set I such that {at, bl, a2, b2, .. } U h C I C h(at, bl, a2, b2 .... ). (The recurrence considered in this paper m fact is an expression E of a special form. See Section 3.)
An algortthm for evaluating E given I is defined by a direct acychc graph such that:
(a) The m-degree of any node is either 0 or 2. A node whose in-degree is zero is called an input node.
(b) There exists exactly one node whose out-degree is 0, and it is called the output node. The out-degree of any other node is greater than or equal to 1.
(c) Each input.node contains a value which is an element from the input set I. Each of the rest of the nodes contains an operation +, -, ×, or / and a value which ~s the result of the operation on the values of the two predecessors. The value of the output node is E. (We often refer to a node by its value or its operation if there is no ambiguity.) (d) Each node belongs to one of t + 1 sets, called levels and denoted by lo, lj, ... , lt, such that (1) all input nodes are at level 1o, (2) for t --> 1, the predecessors of any node at level l, are from levels 10 .... l,-1, (3) no level is empty Then it can be easily verified that the output node is the only node at level It and that t is bounded below by the maximal length of a path from any input node to the output node.
We define t to be the time, k = max~_<,_~t ILl to be the number of processors, and w = ~_~t II, I to be the number of total operations needed by the algorithm. An algorithm is called a sequential algorithm if k = 1 and a parallel algorithm ff k >-2. Since we are interested m lower bounds on t~me and upper bounds on speedup, as we mentioned m Section 1, the results obtained in this paper for the idealized machine are certainly applicable for any real machine.
We now define some notation. For an expression E and an input set 1, define
Tk(E mod 1) = minimum time needed to evaluate E given I by an algorithm using k processors, and define the speedup of the problem of evaluating E given 1 by using k processors to be Output node H 7
For slmphc~ty we often write Tk(E), Sk(E) for Te(E rood 1), Sk(E mod I) if there is no ambiguity. In this paper we obtain lower bounds on Tk(E) and upper bounds on Sk(E) for E defined by hnear recurrences.
Results
The problem consLdered m this paper is the following first-order linear recurrence problem. It ~s easy to see that the minimum t~me sequentml algorithm is the obvious one defined by the recurrence (3,1). Hence we have Tl(H2,+l) = 2n.
(3.2)
Various parallel algorithms using O(n) processors for the problem have appeared in many papers, including Brent [1] , Kogge [5] , Kuck and Maruyama [6] , and Stone [9] . In this paper we are interested m algorithms using k processors, where k is a positive integer independent of n Brent [2] had the first result along this line. He showed that for a general arithmetic expression E, ofn variables and without division, if the input set is the set of all variables in E,, then
Wmograd [10] recently improved Brent's result for the case that k -< O(n/(log n)2). He showed
Since H.~,+, is a specml instance of E2,+~. by (3.4) we have
For the case that k << n, this bound can be easily improved by utilizing the special form of H2n+,. We have the following theorem.
PROOF. Equation ( 
. For any algortthm which evaluates H2,+l gtven the input set I, tf t < 2n, then
w > 2n.
(3.8)
We now explain the significance of these corollaries. From Corollary 1 and (3.2), we obtain the main result of the paper:
i Theorem 1 has been proven independently by Chen [3] with a different approach
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Sk(H~n+~) --< ~k + ~, Vk, Vn; (3.9)
i.e. the speedup o f the problem ts at most ~k + ~ rather than k when a k-processor machine ts used. Also, by (3.5) and (3.7), [3/(k + ½)] n <-Tk(H~n+,) <-[3/(k + ½)] n + O(log k).
Hence the bounds in (3.5) and (3.7) are asymptotically the best possible bounds as n ~, and so is the bound m (3.9). Furthermore one should observe that by (3.2) the bound in (3.7) is sharp for k = 1. We now turn to Corollary 2. By the corollary, any algorithm which takes time less than 2n must perform more than 2n operations. Since the sequential algorithm uses 2n operatlons, we conclude that tf a parallel algorithm ts faster than the sequential algorithm, then tt requtres more work than the sequential algorithm does. This result plays a crucial role when we want to convert a parallel algorithm using an unhmited number of processors into one using k processors (see Lemma 2 in Brent [2] and Winograd [10] ). The tradeoff between t and w has been observed m other problems (see, e.g Hyafd and Kung [4] ). It becomes particularly significant for the p~pehne computers such as CDC STAR-100, where both t and w are important. (An excellent discussion on this matter can be found in Lamblotte and Volgt [8] ) We view Theorem 2 as a start toward understanding the tradeoff between t and w in parallel computation.
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 2
In this section we consader generalized Horner expressions: Instead of proving Theorem 2, we prove the following stronger theorem.
THEOREM 2'. For any algortthm which evaluates G2,+a given the tnput set J, w > 3n -t/2.
We first estabhsh three lemmas. The first lemma says that, for evaluating G2,+~, if no input node is used more than once and if all input nodes are essentially distract, then the operation revolving a~ and b~ is the only possible operation which can be performed at level Ii.
LEMMA 1. In the directed graph o f any algorithm for evaluating G~n+l given J, if the out-degree o f each input node is exactly equal to 1 and tf each a, or b, does not appear in more than one input node, then there ts only one node at level l~ and its value is a rational expresston oral and bl over h.
PROOF Let V be the value of a node at level l~. Then V is a rataonal expression of a,, b,, of a , a e, or of b,, b e. We shall only prove the lemma for the case that V as a rational expression of a , be, since the proofs for the other cases are samilar.
Because the out-degree of every input node ~s 1 and each of a, and b e does not appear in more than one input node, the value of the output node, G2n+l, is a rational expression R of V, ah, and bk for h ~ i and k ~ j By comparing the coefficients of a, and b e m G2~+~ and in R, one can check that V must be a rational expressaon of a~ and b~. This also proves that there is only one node at level l~. In fact it is possible to show that the only operation at level la as a multiphcation of the form (~a~ + v~)(/z~bl + v~) where ~,, v, h [] The foUowmg lemma is similar to Lemma 1 and hence the proof Is omitted LEMMA 2. I f in addttton to the assumptton o f Lemma 1, we assume that the out-degree of the only node at level 11 is 1, then there is only one node at level 12
One of the most important properties of generalized Horner expressions is their reproducing property, which is stated in the following lemma. The additional condition in Lemma 2 is satisfied. In this case, by Lemma 2 the depth of the reduced graph obtained in step 5 ts less than that of the original graph by ~t least 2 Furthermore in step 4 at least two nonscalar operations are converted into scalar operations when I PI > 1 and one nonscalar operation mto a scalar operation when Iel = 1.
Case 2 The additional condition in Lemma 2 is not satisfied. This implies that the out-degree of the only node at level 11 is at least 2. Hence m step 4 at least three nonscalar operations are converted into scalar operations when IPI > I and two nonscalar operations into scalar operations when IPI = 1 Moreover the depth of the reduced graph obtained in step 5 is less than that of the original graph by at least 1.
The main loop of the algorithm (steps 2-5) is executed n times since n pairs of (a, b,) have to be ehmlnated. Let u be the number of times that the conditions of Lemma 
Summary and Concludmg Remarks
We have proved that for the first-order hnear recurrence problem, the speedup achievable by a k-processor parallel computer is at most ~k + ~, no matter how large the size n of the problem The techmque used m the proof appears to be new in complexity theory It is expected that the techmque can be used for other problems.
We wish to demonstrate by this result that the gain from parallelism very much depends upon the nature of mdwidual problems, e.g. the dependency relationships among the variables of the problem. We believe that identifying properties which prevent us from getting good speedups is fundamental for understanding parallel computation.
